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GUIDELINES FOR FORECASTING DUST STORMS IN mE SOUTHERN GREAT PLAINS
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Abstract

An investigation of dust storms in the Southern Great Plains was conducted to determine
correlations between dust and: precipitation, Antecedent Precipitation Index (API), wind, time of
occurrence, and dew-point depression. Relationships between blowing dust and characteristics of
the Souther Great Plains, such as agricultural practices, location of source regions, transport
mechanisms, and favorable synoptic situations also were considered. Data used in this study
consisted of surface observations from 34 Southern Great Plains weather stations during February
through May for a 10-yr period (1966-1975). Results of the analyses are discussed and t abIes are
provided as guides to forecasting occurrences of dust storms in the Southern Great Plains.

1. INTRODUCTION

Monstrous brown clouds of dust whipped and
churned by strong winds continue, each year, to
sweep across the some-time drought-stricken
Great Plains. Some of the adverse effects of dust
~ storms are reduction to visibility, health hazards,
~ and soil erosion. Reduced visibility greatly af~ fects flying conditions, e.g., a Beech Bonanza
o aircraft crashed near the Operations Building at
~ Webb Air Force Base, Texas in 1953 and was not
I discovered until 24 h later when suspended dust
(I.)
::s from an intense dust storm subsidede Respiratory
diseases are significantly influenced by increased
o dust concentration in the lower troposphere. Soil
~ scientists are concerned with recent soil erosion.
~ They point out that not even rich, deep topsoil
: can sustain a loss of more than 5 tons an acre per
year without hurting productivity. Erosion losses
nationally have been estimated at about 9 to 12
tons an acre per year (Carter, 1977).

=

Despite the fact that dust storms are a recurring
weather phenomenon with adverse effects, little
research has been done to investigate their generation, intensity, and prediction.
It was the
purpose of this study to examine dust storm
occurrences and determine relevant conditions
and parameters for forecasting this phenomenon.
The Southern Great Plains was selected as an area
of study because it experiences the highest frequency of reported dust observations. Orgill and
Sehrnel (1976) used tabulations from 343 weather
stlitions in the United States to determine the
annual percentage frequency of dusty hours based
on hourly observations of dust when prevailing
visibilities were less than 11 km (7 mO. The
highest annual frequency of dust in the nation was
1 to . 3% in the Southern Great Plains, and the
maximum frequency of suspended dust occurs during the springtime. Characteristics of the Southern Great Plains support the fact that it has the
40

greatest number of dust observations. It is a
semiarid-to-arid area of irregular low to high
plains in south central United States, and is
covered mainly with grasses and surface deposits
of sand, loess, and silt.
2. FAVORABLE METEOROLOGICAL AND NONMETEOROLOGICAL CONDmONS

Dust storm generation is primarily a function of
strong winds and periods of low precipi ta tion and
high evaporation.
Favorable meteorological
situations for strong winds and possible blowing
dust are fronts and squall lines, leeside troughs,
and on a smaller scale, thunderstorms and whirlwinds. The winds associated with cold fronts
cause the most frequent wide-spread area dust
storms. A classic example of an intense cold
front and dust storm occurred during the week of
20 February 1977. The accompanying dust storm
spread eastward from the Southern Great Plains
into the Atlantic Ocean and southeastward into
the Gulf of Mexico. Aircraft pilots reported dust
churned up to heights of 9 km with this dust
storm. The leeside trough is a frequent springtime weather phenomenon on the lee of the Rocky
Mountains. This steep pressure gradient cyclone
is often associated with winds up to 30 m S-1 and
blowing dust in the Great Plains. During the
mature and decaying stages of a thunderstorm,
downdrafts create a gust front with strong winds
which may generate blowing dust. Whirlwindgenerated dust is of short duration and presents
little or no problems to ground and air operations.
Although meteorological conditions are essential
for strong winds to generate dust storms, nonmeteorological conditions are also important and
should be considered. These include knowledge of
surface properties, current soil conservation practices, and particle transport mechanisms. The
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state of the earth's surface has a profound effect
upon erosion. Surface deposits of wind-deposited
sand and silt in the southern plains provide source
regions for blowing dust (Figure 1). Large roughness elements such as trees and shrubs provide
leeside sheltering from the wind. Smaller roughness elements such as clods and aggregates of soil
and rocks provide leeside protection for a small
area. Plant cover and residue also provide some
protection from wind erosion. Forecasters in the
Southern Great Plains should become familiar and
keep current with the soil conservation practices
used in their local area and upstream of their
station. These include stripcropping, shelterbelts,
contour plowing to form clods, crop rotation, and
leaving harvest residue on soil surfaces. The
county agriculture agent will know how these conservation methods are being used in the local
area. It should be noted that other civilian and
military operations in an area will disturb soil
surfaces. The mode of transport of soil particles
generally is surface creep (sliding or rolling along
the surface) until wind speeds become sufficiently
strong for saltation (leaps and bounds) and suspension (airborne particle transport).

Figure 2. General area of study divided into four
regions. Each region is depicted by a circle with
radius of 150 km. The large circle of radius 400
km is centered on Silverton, Texas.
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vations from 34 weather stations in the Southern
Great Plains during February through May 196675. Observations of dust with visibility below 11
km (7 mO were used. Daily prcipitation totals for
the same time period were used to plot an Antecedent Precipitation Index (API) to determine soil
dryness and drought conditions (McQuigg, 1954).
The Southern Great Plains was divided into four
areas to obtain more detailed and homogenous
results (Figure 2). Precipitation, wind, time of
occurrence, and dew-point depression were analyzed with dust occurrence to determine correlations a~d significance.
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3. DATA ANALYSIS

Data for this study included 5056 dust observations obtained from 754,242 hourly weather obser-

Sporadic convective showers typify the weather in
the Southern Great Plains during the springtime.
Rainfall often occurs as violent bursts of major
rainstorms which may bring an appreciable portion of the total annual rainfall to a local area. In
addition, evaporation and run-off during heavy
downbursts from shower activity are very high .
This prevents much of the moisture percolating
downward in the soil, and this allows the topsoil
to dry quickly. The API was a good indicator of
soil dryness; as the API decreased or soil became
The API
drier, more stations reported dust.
profile for the dry year of 1974 is shown in Figure
3. A significant correlation was not found between a wet spell or heavy rain and the length of
41
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Figure 3. Comparison of daily mean precipitation amounts and Antecedent Precipitation Index
(API) profiles with number of stations reporting dust for Feb-May 1974 in four regions of the
Southern Great Plains.
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time before a dust occurrence. This resulted
because spring precipitation in the southern plains
was generally associated with convective activity
with strong winds. Also, blowing dust may have
been advected into an area where precipitation
was occurring.
Consequently, precipitation
amounts before a dust storm do not appear to be a
significant parameter when considering dust
occurrence.
Wind gusts, speed, and direction were significantly related to dust storms.
Wind gusts were
important when considering generation of blowing
dust. Oftentimes the lowest visibility experienced during a dust storm occurred with the
initial gust from a thunderstorm or following a
frontal passage. As wind speeds increased more
dust- ws's generated, and this reduced visibilities ..
RegIon.} had the weakest wind speed correlation.
Most likely this was due to the frequent springtime leeside trough that generated troughs and
cyclones with steep pressure gradients in the
lower troposphere. The surface trough generally
42

was situated over eastern New Mexico in which
case the wind speed increased eastward in western and north central Texas. Frequencies of wind
direction were compiled to analyze the favorable
wind direction for occurrences of dust. For the
Southern Great Plains 55% of the dust observations were associated with southwest through
northwest winds. This should not be interpreted
to imply that all winds from this direction were
associated with dust. Eighty percent of the winds
occurred in the range of 5.5 to 17 m 5- 1 • The
total number of wind observations ,associated with
these wind speeds and wind direction 220-320 deg
was 174,601. This compares with 2772 dust observations from this direction which only represents
1.696 of the total.
Dust frequency increased
greatly for wind speeds over 15 m S-l; for wind
direction 220-320 deg and wind speeds greater
than 15 m S_l the total dust observations were
558 compared to 1462 total wind observations.
The dust observations thus represent 38% of the
total in this case.
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The Southern Great Plains experiences a spring
maximum of occurrences of dust. The loss of
vegeta tion cover as a result of drought, previous
dry years, and disturbance of vegetation cover by
agricultural activity in the spring adds significantly to the blowing dust problem. The greatest
number of dust observations occurred during 1800
to 0100 GMT (12:00 to 7:00 PM CST) with a
maximum at 2200 GMT (4:00 PM CST). This is
the time of day when turbulent mixing from
thermal instability is greatest and the atmospheric boundary layer is deep_
Dew-point depression measurements showed a
weak negative correlation with visibility; as visibilities lowere<b the depressions increased to
greater than 10 C for more than 90% of the dust
observa tions.
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4. SUMMARY

Dust storms will continue to plague drought
regions of the world and will have a great impact
on future agricultural production. A forecaster in
the Great Plains should be aware of two types of
dust occurrences - advected dust and dust generated in the local area. The best possible forecast
for dust can be made by combining parameters
and conditions. A summary of favorable parameters and conditions for advected and generated
dust is outlined in Tables 1 and 2, which provide
the forecaster a guide for forecasting the occurrences of dust. Modification of parameters and
conditions in Table 1 and 2 for a local area will
improve the effectiveness.
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TABLE 2.
Summary of favorable parameters and conditions
for springtime generation of blowing dust in local areas of
the Southern Great Plains .
Items are in order of importance.
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Parameter
or condition

Favorable
when

Location with respect
to source r ~ gion

Located downstream and
within close proximity

Antecedent Precipitation
In dex (AP 1)

<

Agricultural

Soil left unprotected

practices

0.90 in.

Previous dry years

Plant cover reduced

Wind speed

:: 15 m s-l

Wind direction

Southwest through northwest

Cold front

Passes through the area

Squall line

Passes through the area

Leeside trough

Deepening and increasing
winds

Thunderstorm

Mature storm in local area
or generates blowing dust
upstream

Whirlwind

In local area

Time of day

1800 to 0100 GMT

Surface dew-point
depression

~

10·C

